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“Belle Reve? Lost, is it? No!:”
The Disillusioned Home in Tennessee Williams’ Early Plays
Rayben Lee

1
What is a home? A guarded space,
Wherein a few, unfairly blest,
Shall sit together, face to face,
And bask and purr and be at rest?
“A Home” Sarah C. Woosley
Standing, regal and auspicious on the cusp of a hill in Columbus, Mississippi, the old
Columbus Episcopal Church rectory serves as a reminder that Tennessee Williams once lived in
its brightly colored walls. Born to Edwina and Cornelius Coffin “CC” Williams in 1911, Thomas
Lanier “Tennessee” Williams called the rectory of his grandfather’s church home for only two
years. Then, Williams lived with his maternal grandparents in various rectories throughout
Mississippi and Tennessee until 1918 when he and his family moved to St. Louis to accompany
1

his father to his new position at the International Shoe Company.

Though he lived in Missouri for most of his adult life, Williams cherished his
grandparents’ home in Mississippi and his own homes in New Orleans. The inspiration for many
of his characters’ homes, the special characteristics and quirks of his family homes inspired the
individuality of the homes in his plays. When writing his plays and crafting the environments in
which they occur, Williams embraced his Southerness, attributing his predisposition for
“congenial life” to the deep South. His fondest memories included those of his grandmother,
“Grand,” who would take the “long daycoach trip to St. Louis to visit her only child, [his]
mother, and her three grandchildren” to spoil Williams, his siblings, and mother (UPM
“Tennessee Williams and the South”; Notebooks 12n14). Because of her generosity, Williams
mourned his inability to spoil his Grand as she had done to him: she died barely one year before
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All biographical information sourced from Lahr 605-615.
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his rise to fame. His association of his Grand’s love with Southern hospitality affected his
writing and the plot devices he used to create the families and dynamics in his plays, often
causing his created families to closely resemble the dysfunction of his own family.
Williams honored his siblings and parents (and possibly coped with the residual effects of
their dysfunction) by writing them into his plays. Perhaps his most influential muse, his sister
Rose served as the mold for many of his characters, both male and female. Though Rose was
never medically diagnosed with schizophrenia, her actions drove her mother to consent to a
bilateral prefrontal lobotomy in the early spring of 1943. This action, along with the residual
symptoms of the procedure drove Williams into a frenzy that only sprialed once Rose passed
away. In his book Cry of the Heart, Dotson Rader describes an early 1970s version of Rose
post-lobotomy as “a perpetual debutant of the Old South locked in timelessness” (Rader 12).
Visions of Southern charm, Williams and “Miss Rose” created for themselves sophisticated
majesty, acting as Mississippi royalty as they glided through the streets of Manhattan. Rader
affirms that Rose and Williams were as equally enamored with themselves and each other as
they were when they were children and young adults. The idea of their disillusioned life seemed
only to surface when they were together; many of Williams’s plays’ central themes explore the
disillusionment of life as it appears to the characters through their homes.
The Importance of the Home in Williams’ Plays
The importance of the home in connection to the Southern Belle is prominent in many of
Williams’ works. The home as a symbol for the soul is not a characteristic exclusive to Southern
Literature, though many Southern writers employ this metaphor. In The Companion to Southern
Literature, Brian Carpenter muses that the “great icon of Southern architecture is the ‘Big
House,’ traditionally a rectangular, gabled façade with the porticos, pilasters, and capitals of a
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Greek Temple” (49). This idealized picture of the Southern home has become the image stapled
into readers’ minds when any type of Southern home is mentioned. Hailed as the very picture of
‘fertility, abundance, and comfort,’ Southern plantations began their demise even before the
Civil War started (qtd. in, Carpenter 49). White, wealthy writers lamented the downfall of the
plantation and began writing about it to soothe the pain of losing the familiar history and status
that they felt the war stripped from them; Williams brilliantly capitalized on this trope and his
label as a Southern writer by structuring his early plays nearly completely around the homes
within them.
Though not much changed in the early 20th century, the shift toward modernizing the
South and creating more social reform stripped away the remaining appeal of the Southern
plantation and pushed families into the urban center. Consequently the buildings were viewed as
homes “of culture, elegance, and princely hospitality,” and to find one of them in disrepair or
loss became a necessary trope for realism (qtd. in Carpenter 51). Williams harnesses this idyllic
image of the plantation by using his characters to institute what some would consider squatters or
outsiders to break the mold of the ideal Southern home.
The Wingfields, Blanche, The Kowalskis, and Brick all fit the definition of squatters.
They are all outsiders, and traditionally would not belong in the stately homes they are connected
to. Both Amanda and Blanche are able to control themselves enough that they can fit into the
mold society has left for them as Southern Belles, but the other characters are either too
enamored with their own vices to control how society views them, or they are the opposite,
desiring so deeply for society to view them a certain way that they are unable to truly let go of
the old image of the Southern Belle.
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Nearly all of Williams’ plays occur in a home. His early plays such as The Glass
Menagerie, A Streetcar Named Desire and Cat on a Hot Tin Roof all include the image of a
home, whether it is only mentioned in the play, is the basis for the conflict of the play, or
establishes the environment of the home.
The Vision of a Southern Belle
One of the most interesting ideas of disillusionment is the Southern Belle. Obsessed with
her own self and appearance, and presented as rarely striving for anything more than a husband
or a home, the Southern Belle appears throughout Williams’ works. A staple of Southern Gothic
literature, the Southern Belle represents the ideal for all Southern women and the ultimate prize
for men to obtain. As the idea of the Belle morphed from grand petticoats and mansions to
graceful debutantes and elegant dresses in stylish townhouses, so did the trope in literature.
Scarlett, descending down the regal steps of Tara in the curtain dress is possibly the most iconic
depiction of a Southern Belle. White columns surround her in surreal beauty, crops on either
side; the home and Belle exude sophistication and grace. Because of this trope and many others
regarding Southern homes, Southern Gothic literature has adopted the home as a symbol for the
soul.
The Southern Belle embraces the home, managing it with intelligence and poise; in
Southern Gothic literature she is left to manage both the home and the children in the midst of a
conflict within her world. Williams does not veer far from this trope and examines the influence
an absent husband has on the Southern Belle’s ability to maintain a stable home. Since the home
is directly tied to the Belle, many readers interpret the absence of the father in The Glass
Menagerie as a symbol for the absence of stability in the Wingfield home. The father, as Tom
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points out, “fell in love with long distances” and leaves no explanation as to why he has
abandoned the family (Menagerie 4).
In his widely praised biography, Mad Pilgrimage of the Flesh, John Lahr examines the
different qualities of a Southern Belle in relation to Tennessee Williams’ family and characters.
In addition to being able to “keep house,” and maintain a presentable home, a Southern Belle
was expected to have “a large word horde [as] part of [her] arsenal of seduction, the sugar to
swat the fly” (Lahr 51). In The Glass Menagerie, Amanda tells Tom, when speaking of her
numerous gentleman callers, that a Southern Belle “knew how to entertain [her] gentlemen
callers. It wasn’t enough for a girl to be possessed of a pretty face and a graceful figure… she
also needed to have a nimble wit and a tongue to meet all occasions” (Menagerie 1 ). Williams
and his mother each knew very well how to control their words; Lahr describes Edwina Dakin
Williams as not “just a talker: she was a narrative event, a torrent of vivid, cadenced, florid, and
confounding speech that could not be denied” (Lahr 51).
The main focus of this passage may be words, but another significant aspect of the
Southern Belle’s repertoire is her ability to maintain her home. The homes in Southern Gothic
represent much more for the Southern Belle than her soul: she both lives and works in her home,
creating an environment of both livelihood and comfort. She must manage all household
functions (cooking, cleaning, washing clothes, among other tasks) in addition to managing her
family and pleasing her husband. Should she fail to do any of these, her house (and soul) will
crumble. Williams examines these themes deeply in his plays by creating precariously structured
homes. Teetering on the edge of completely broken or carefully put together, both the physical
and metaphorical homes in The Glass Menagerie, A Streetcar Named Desire, and Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof embody Williams’ ability to create entire worlds inside the partitions of the stage.
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Likewise, Williams crafted his speech carefully choosing his diction. In nearly all of his
plays, his stage directions provide not only context for the play itself, but the characters’ lives
and motivations are shaped in these directions and actors must read them closely to understand
the true identity of their characters. In The Glass Menagerie, the play begins with two full pages
of stage directions, detailing not only the set but also the family’s dynamic. Instead of giving
simple stage directions and setting up the play, Williams describes the home in the opening lines
similarly to how one would describe the setting in a novel:
The Wingfield apartment is in the rear of the building, one of those hive-like
conglomerations of cellular living-units that flower as warty growths in
overcrowded urban centers of lower middle-class population and are symptomatic
of the impulse of this largest and fundamentally enslaved section of American
Society to avoid fluidity and differentiation and to exist and function as one
interfused mass of automatism. (The Glass Menagerie 1, s.d.)
Painstakingly dictating the setting and its symbolism through which words he uses allows
Williams to create the ideal world. Like his mother who used her words to craft the world in
which she wished she lived, through Williams’ plays, he is able to reimagine the way his life
could have been.
One of Williams’ most detailed instructions come in the form of his set design. Notably
in The Glass Menagerie, Williams spends nearly two pages instructing companies and set
designers on the specifics of his set. Not only does he want them to understand the importance of
the home in the play, but because this is a “memory play,” he longs to control the scene and by
(The Glass Menagerie 1, s.d). Though Tom, Amanda, and Laura live in the “urban center,”
Williams uses stage directions to expertly craft a homey environment and force his audience into
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the play. Revolutionary when he wrote The Glass Menagerie, the thin gossamer partitions
between portions of the set allow the audience to experience the “dream-like” feel of the
memory.
The home is quaint and accurate for the time; Williams describes many of the elements of
the home as “old-fashioned,” which immediately makes the actors understand that the family in
this play is not “modern” and have some elements of themselves that are stuck in the past. The
audience sees this in the shrine-like portrait of the father hanging above the mantle, waiting to be
acknowledged. Williams writes that the “blown-up photograph of the father hangs on the wall of
the living-room, facing the audience. . . he is gallantly smiling, ineluctably smiling, as if to say 'I
will be smiling forever’” (The Glass Menagerie 3). Because the family is reminded of their past
every time they step into the living-room, they are unable to cope with their misfortunes. The
home is also not conducive to forgetting, since everything revolves around either Amanda’s past
as a Southern Belle, or they are reminded of Laura’s handicap.
Since the partitions are very thin, the audience is able to see throughout the whole home
at once, an image that represents how Williams felt while he was at home. He noted that many
times he would visit, his mother would listen to his phone calls. His mother would, since there
were “two phones, one upstairs and one down… usually listen[ed] at the other phone” and
Williams would be forced to “hang up on the poor kid, especially when he burst into tears and
begged me to leave” (Lahr 104). Essentially, as in the Wingfield apartment, there was no
privacy. The inability to be alone with oneself eventually took a toll on Williams and on the
characters in The Glass Menagerie. Laura wishes to be alone with her animals, but her mother
constantly hovers over her shoulder, wondering when, if ever, she will receive any gentleman
callers.
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Because Amanda is also obsessed with the past, her husband’s portrait acts as her guise
into the past. Though Williams enforces the absence of the husband to audience from the
beginning, Amanda clearly has become obsessed with the absence of the father and being valued
and appreciated. She tells regularly at the dinner table (one of the key scenes of the play) a story
of her gentlemen callers, and her children understand this.
TOM: I know what’s coming.
LAURA: Yes. But let her tell it.
TOM: Again?
LAURA: She loves to tell it. (The Glass Menagerie 4)
Laura’s insistence that Tom let their mother tell the story shows that she understands her
mother’s motives for telling the story, and that Tom does not pay attention. By telling her
children a story they have both heard numerous times, Amanda effectively creates a routine.
Likely, she tells this story whenever she believes Laura will have a gentleman caller to the
house; someone will intrude on her home, however expected or welcomed, and the need to
control or predict how the interaction will go leads to Amanda repeating this story multiple times
to her children.
Williams relies heavily on repetition to establish theme in his plays. In The Glass
Menagerie, repetition introduces the conflict of the play: Laura’s lack of gentlemen callers. The
story that she tells her children is one of grandeur and grace. Amanda neatly fits into the role of
the Southern Belle. However, the audience understands that 17 gentlemen callers in one night is
nearly impossible, not to mention highly unlikely. Though the children are completely
exasperated with this dining room table chatter, they both understand that the story will be over
soon and Amanda will begin to clean up and right their home to its clean, original, organized
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state. Laura, for whom gentlemen callers are nonexistent, urges her mother to let her help,
insisting that she will have no callers and her mother need not worry with how the home looks.
LAURA [rising]: Mother, let me clear the table.
AMANDA: No, dear, you go in front and study your typewriter chart. Or practice
your shorthand a little. Stay fresh and pretty! -- It’s almost time for gentlemen
callers to start arriving. [She flounces girlishly toward the kitchenette] (The Glass
Menagerie 1 )
Amanda’s girlish nature is nearly always paired with her penchant for fluttering around the
home, often toward the kitchen or dining room, where she spends the majority of the play. They
become her stations, and she operates almost entirely from those two rooms.
Each character has his or her main room. For Laura, this is the living-room, which is
aptly named, as it is the only room the audience sees her truly happy (since this is where she
keeps her menagerie). Though Amanda wishes Laura would find pleasure in the company of
gentlemen callers, Laura instead relishes in the simple extravagance of her delicate glass
menagerie, which, housed in the living-room, is Laura’s safety blanket, something she is able to
control. Since she is only able to control her own life in the living room when she is away from
Amanda’s ever-prying hand, she relies on the menagerie to help her find joy and control. She
escapes to the living room and because of her figurines, is able to live the life she desires despite
her mother’s scrutiny. The reader sees this again in the final scenes of the play when, upon Jim’s
arrival, Laura disappears into the living-room, and Jim eventually followers her.
Jim brings forward a speck of the girlishness Amanda exhibits when he asks her about
her menagerie. Instead of brushing off her and her little animals, he becomes instantly interested
in them as well, bringing Laura out of her shyness. He questions her about them, and understands
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how important the menagerie is to her, nearly refusing to take the unicorn because he is “pretty
clumsy with things” (The Glass Menagerie 7). Enthusiastically, she tells him about the figurines,
coming alive as the audience has never seen before; it is obvious that Jim’s curiousness has
fueled Laura’s girlishness. What her mother had tried to suppress by sending Laura to “her”
room, Amanda had inadvertently given her daughter a hobby through which to impress her
gentleman caller. Not until Jim enters the living room does Laura seem to be comfortable around
him.
As the characters move through the films between rooms, passing not just through empty
space but through partitions the audience begins to understand the importance of each character’s
sphere. Though each character may enter another’s area in the home, they must first pass through
the hazy partitions, symbolizing each character’s subconscious understanding of the divide in
their family. While Laura must stay in the living-room to truly live, Amanda must stay in the
kitchen and dining room so that she is able to relive her girlhood fantasy of a perfect life. She
attempts, unsuccessfully, to continue in her Southern Belle housewife fantasy by tittering
through the home and acting girlish. She assumes Laura’s role as the Southern Belle, though she
still deeply desires for Laura to fulfill the traditional requirements (grace, poise, charm, skills,
interesting attributes). Amanda also tries to project her view of the role of the Southern Belle
onto Laura, saying “no, sister, no, sister -- you be the lady and I’ll be the d****y” (The Glass
Menagerie 1).
This insistence only solidifies the audience’s view of Amanda’s ideal home. She believes
fully that by acting out the accepted roles that she will help Laura fulfill the attributes of the
Southern Belle and ultimately have the perfect home (since Amanda was not able to). As the role
of these women shifted after the Civil War, so did their classification. Anyone with grace and
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sophistication could become a Southern Belle, yet few actually accomplished this because of the
strain financially. As Mary Alexandria Fahey notes in her thesis “The Changing Role of Elite
Southern Women in the Lower South (1830-1900),” many Southern women “continued doing
their duty both inside and outside of the home” even as the world they were comfortable with
and knew intimately crumbled around them (Fahey 6). Importantly, Southern Belles no longer
existed under the premonition of a grand staircase, which gave poorer, middle class women the
ability to adopt the Southern Belle mannerisms. For Amanda, this distinction is crucial to her
treatment of Laura.
Tom longs to escape the silliness of his mother's shenanigans and the trapped feeling of
his sister’s disability. As the narrator, Tom begins the play, opening the scene on the fire-escape,
the one portion of the set that is truly and wholly his. Much like Laura’s living room, the
fire-escape provides a private space for Tom to organize his thoughts and avoid his doting
mother. In the beginning of the play, he enters in front of the fire-escape and addresses the
audience. As the only character who can access the fire escape, it is Tom’s duty to fill them in on
the important family secrets, giving him, gradually, access to the world outside his family and
job. As he begins to tell the audience about his family and the play, he makes sure to do so in
front of the fire escape; Williams directs the actor to “[stroll] across the front of the stage to the
fire-escape… and [light] a cigarette” (The Glass Menagerie 1 s.d.). By placing him in front of his
focused room and making him pause to inform the audience of the specifics of the play,
Williams emphasizes the importance of the fire-escape to Tom’s plot.
Like Tom, Williams has “a poet's weakness for symbols” and creates a delicate balance
of the sense of place within the play (The Glass Menagerie 1). As each character moves through
the rooms of the home, the specific functions of each of those rooms becomes more apparent. In
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the last scene of the play, after Jim has departed and Tom has escaped to the landing, he “goes to
the rail and grips it desperately, lifting his face in the chill white moonlight penetrating narrow
abyss of the alley” and delivers a farewell speech (The Glass Menagerie 7). By exiting through
the fire escape and not the front door, the audience is given finality to Tom’s departure. They
understand that through his leaving the same way he enters, he will not return. He tells the
audience this, but even his unreliable nature cannot disrupt the confidence the audience has that
he too has left the family. At last, he has escaped his confines and his family is no longer trapped
under his thumb, but they are also in danger of losing their home (as implied by Tom’s
selfishness of using the electric bill to purchase a ticket to the Seamen's Union). Ultimately, the
audience has no definite answer for what happens to the Wingfield family, but can interpret for
themselves their fate through what has already been told by Tom.
Personalities and the Connection to Homes
Williams’ most effective trait was the mundane appeal of his sets. He carefully chooses
the locations for his plays, crafting the sets diligently so as to establish the environment when the
audience first sees the set. In A Streetcar Named Desire, the entire plot focuses on both Stanley
and Stella’s apartment and Blanche’s mismanagement of Belle Reve. The idea of home in
Streetcar is very similar to the idea of home in The Glass Menagerie. Both plays emphasize the
importance of both the intact and decrepit home in the characters’ lives. In Menagerie, the
implied grandeur of Amanda’s former home contrasted with the current state of her living
arrangements is used as plot device to highlight the extreme difference between her
self-perceived entitlement to wealth and her actual financial condition.
Assuming the home in Southern literature embodies the soul of the women inhabiting it,
then one must also assume that the majesty and grandeur of the Southern home represents the
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Southern Belle’s personality. This expectation holds true in both The Glass Menagerie and
Streetcar: Amanda and Blanche both affix their personality in the homes they grow up in, though
Blanche associates more fully with with Belle Reve given her inability to recognize a suitable
life in anything other than absolute wealth. Amanda is extremely similar, fighting her children
into what she deemed a better life regardless of their inhibitions or personal needs. So fixed on
the ideal picture of the Southern Belle, Amanda and Blanche disregard any and all warnings that
neither is suited for the Southern debutante lifestyle any longer.
The men of the Williams family prided themselves on being able to provide for and
protect their family and when young Tom was unable to do this to the standard that Dakin and
CC established, they decided suppressing Williams’ expressions of self and his creativity were
the most effective ways to ensure his prosperity. In 1931, after much encouragement from his
father, Williams dropped out of the University of Missouri to join his father at the International
Shoe Company. There, he met a man named Stanley Kowalski -- the very same, who helped
inspire the blunt, brutish personality of A Streetcar Named Desire’s own character by the same
name.
Though Williams was never truly a Southern Belle, his mother and sister were much
more fond of this than his masculine family were, which led to his infatuation with Southern lady
stereotypes. Williams was much more adept at writing and speaking, two of the Southern
mannerisms that nearly always granted a Southern Belle her pick of the husband crop. His
mother encouraged this behavior when Williams was young, as soon his father realized that Tom
had little potential to accomplish anything the Williams men deemed manly. Williams
infatuation with the Southern Belle stemmed from his own experience with the Southern man.
Two caricatures of the masculine Southerner consisted of the gentleman caller (a gentile provider
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and protector); or the brutish, rugged farmer, who manual labor effected little. His brother and
father consisted partially of the first sort, though later his father eventually veered into the later
category after he left the Williams family; other men whom Williams attracted often consisted of
the latter sort, loud, raffish, and hyper-masculine. One such man was Williams’ lover, Pancho
Rodriguez.
Rodriguez and Williams’ relationship inspired many of the exchanges and especially the
relationship between Blanche and Stanley. John Lahr details Rodriguez’s toxic personality,
noting that many of Stanley’s “masculine” outbursts were inspired by Rodriguez’s tantrums.
Rodriguez’s sensitivity to his own role in Williams’s life — he once claimed he was nothing
more than a housemaid employed by Williams— created immense material for Williams to use
to write into his plays. Williams addressed Pancho’s insecurity through a letter, reassuring him
that if they were “man and woman, [our relationship] would be very clear and simple, we would
be married and simply sharing our lives and whatever we have with each other” (Lahr 109). A
persistent problem in Williams’ life, Rodriguez’s “unreasonableness,” often created many
altercations between Williams and the other man. Fueled with frustration spawned from his
ignorance of literary discussions between Williams and Carson McCullers, Rodriguez’s
outbreaks became more frequent and incredibly violent.
While writing A Streetcar Named Desire, Williams incorporated Rodriguez’s unruly
manliness and testosterone centered actions into Stanley’s character. Lahr mentions that not only
did Williams use Rodriguez’s outbursts to shape his play, but writing his own experiences into
Streetcar “allowed Williams’ emotional neediness to be in Pancho, not in himself” (Lahr 123).
Williams used his surroundings to shape his plays, an idea that was already well-established
from The Glass Menagerie’ s memory play device. Williams’ keen eye for writing his family and
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friends into his plays is extremely apparent in Streetcar, and his affinity for including familiar
elements of his Southern life also appears frequently in this play.
As Blanche enters, her nervousness indicates some sort of malady, though the audience is
unaware of the specifics of her condition. Much like Menagerie, Streetcar opens to a run-down,
lived-in apartment duplex in downtown New Orleans, a setting that provides a certain nostalgia
for Williams. Modeled after his own first apartment in New Orleans, Stanley and Stella’s
ground-floor home shocks Blanche when she first arrives, wondering if the home is truly Stella’s
(Streetcar 1). She, in her Southern obsession with majesty, cannot comprehend that her sister
could live in such squalor. The name correction from Stella Dubois to Mrs. Stanley Kowalski as
she fully absorbs her surroundings illustrates an unconscious attempt at separating the two names
from the home she is viewing and the home she understands. Completely separate people, Stella
and Mrs. Kowalski occupy two different spheres in Blanche’s mind: Stella is a bright, young girl
full of hope; Mrs. Kowalski is tired, struggling, and unable to fully live in the conditions she
currently resides.
Contrasted nearly as much as the two Stellas, the homes in the play are incredibly
different. Stella’s apartment is “poor, but unlike corresponding sections in other American cities,
it has a raffish charm,” while Belle Reve is a “plantation … a great big place with white
columns,” the very picture of Southern grace (Streetcar 1). Each home represents their residents’
feminine soul; Stella has married a boy incomparable “with men that [they] went out with at
home” — Stanley is much rasher, instinct-driven, and masculine, “a different species” than the
strapping Southern gentlemen Blanche is used to (Streetcar 1 ).
Blanche’s broken spirit appears in the very first scene of the play, told through her blunt
characterization. Obviously unaware of her sister’s living conditions, the claustrophobia of the
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small, unsophisticated space begins to wear on Blanche, alerting the audience to her large
personality quickly through both her inability to relax in the small space, and her obvious
discomfort at the idea of Stella living in such a place as the two-room apartment. Stella’s home
serves as an inciting factor to Blanche’s increasingly distressed demeanor. Though Blanche
seems to be up-in-arms due to the loss of Belle Reve, her immediate living situation (cooped into
a small apartment with her sister and her brutish brother-in-law) controls much more of her
mind. The juxtaposition between Belle Reve’s spoken majesty and the visual disrepair of Stella
and Stanley’s apartment urges the audience to consider Blanche’s mental stability, and if, in fact,
it was tied to Belle Reve.
The implication that when Belle Reve was in the Dubois possession Blanche’s mental
state was much more stable holds true through the entire play. Blanche’s identity relies so much
on Belle Reve’s stability that she is unable to truly cope with the loss. With her status as a
Southern Belle challenged, Blanche begins to spiral out of control and eventually loses control of
herself as she lost control of Belle Reve. Nicoleta-Mariana Iftimie examines Blanche’s status as
a Southern Belle in “The Clash of Genders in A Streetcar Named Desire” and questions if the
“conflict between Blanche and Stanley is that between the Southern Belle, as the representative
of a refined but decaying way of living, [or] the new, urban, emerging working class” (73).
Characterizing each of them with the traits of their homes (Blanche as Belle Reve and Stanley as
the New Orleans apartment) gives the audience a more concrete look into the motivations and
personality behind each character.
Blanche desires the regality of the Southern home, she is merely the product of Southern
sophistication, associating with Belle Reve as a way to give herself uniqueness. As soon as she is
no longer able to praise herself for being a real Southern Belle, Blanche begins to spiral out of
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control (of herself and her actions). Though Blanche claims the inciting incident that leads her to
Stella is her nerve-induced “leave of absence” from the high school where she teaches English,
the audience later finds out that a series of bad decisions causes Blanche to be kicked out of
Laurel (Streetcar 1 ). Many of her decisions are never fully outlined, but Stanley’s crude
language in scene 7 implies that even the shifty, liberal “Flamingo Hotel” management, who are
used to “all kinds of goings-on” were “so impressed with Dame Blanche that they requested she
turn in her room key — for permanently” (Streetcar 7). The audience never learns exactly what
Blanche does, but the suggestion that even a by-the-hour hotel would want her to leave their
establishment hints at despicable actions.
Even after Stanley repeats all of this to Stella, she refuses to believe that her sister could
do such things, though she does admit that “[it is] possible that some of the things he said are
partly true. There are things about [Blanche] I don’t approve of — things that caused sorrow at
home” (Streetcar 7). As Stanley reveals more of his information about Blanche’s actions before
New Orleans, the audience realizes just how closely Blanche’s soul and Belle Reve are entwined.
Her mental break, which spawns a sexual relationship with one of her under-aged students, is
directly tied to her losing Belle Reve. Enamored with the possibility of being able to maintain
Belle Reve and establish for herself a life outside of her failed marriage, Blanche is then thrust
into a grizzly, unforgiving world that she has no skills to cope with. After being raised, like
Stella as a Southern Belle, with a “background much more different than [Stanley’s],” Blanche is
unable to navigate a world in which nothing is given to her easily or freely (Streetcar 1 ). Without
the anchor of Belle Reve, she must falter back to her charms, using her whims and womanhood
to lure men in, in the hopes of catching a husband suitable enough to provide the same comforts
as her previous life.
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Blanche connects herself so closely with Belle Reve — associating her own regal,
debutant personality with it — that she is incredibly taken back by Stella’s newfound residence
in New Orleans. Torn between defending Blanche’s sophistications and siding with her husband,
defending both her home, and by extension, herself, Stella instead acts as a poorly-executed
common ground. Where Belle Reve provides a familiar anchor for both Blanche and Stella,
giving them a grounding force through which they interlock not only each other but also
everyone around them, Stella and Stanley’s apartment is the source of not one but multiple
arguments between characters. However, every character, at some point in the play, has conflict
because of Belle Reve: Eunice speaks of it at the beginning of the play, causing Blanche to lash
out; Stanley accuses Blanche of selling Belle Reve for profit, angering Stella; and finally, the
home is the center of Blanche’s internal and external conflict.
Likewise, Stanley’s brutish personality is cemented in his home, the New Orleans
apartment. Not only is the simplicity very much reminiscent of a bachelor pad, but he lays claim
to everything within it, citing the Napoleonic code multiple times to Stella. He craves power and
the apartment gives him this without ever needing anything more. Paired with a sense of grime
and dirt, the apartment symbolizes both Blanche’s repugnance at the thought of living anywhere
other than Belle Reve, and Stanley’s need to own something, no matter how insignificant in the
larger picture. There is nothing unique about Stella and Stanley’s apartment, but there is also
nothing unique about Stanley’s brutish nature. He is no different than the gray front of his home
-- neither good or bad, merely mediocre, though he strives so intensely for something more.
Housing Conflict in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
If Blanche’s connection to her beloved Belle Reve signifies a relationship between the
home and her heart, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof’s Brick does anything but hold a relationship with his
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home. Much like Blanche and Amanda, Brick’s internal conflict centers around the home in the
play. Set entirely in the “bed-sitting-room of a plantation home in the Mississippi Delta,” Cat
opens to Maggie squabbling about “one of those no-neck monsters [hitting her] with a hot
buttered biscuit” (Cat 1). Through the rest of the play, Maggie and Brick’s conversation is
centered nearly completely on the room they are in, the goings on of this room, and the
impending suggestion that Brick must produce an heir in order to inherit Big Daddy’s home. In
his essay “‘A Tenderness which was Uncommon’: Homosexuality, Narrative, and the Southern
Plantation in Tennessee Williams’ Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” Michael Bibler organizes the thought
process of the audience in relation to the ending and outcomes of the play:
Even with two endings to work with, we as audience and readers still find
ourselves having to complete the action [of closure] in our own minds and decide
whether Brick will actually sleep with Maggie, whether Maggie will get pregnant,
and whether Big Daddy will bequeath the plantation to them as new parents.
(Bibler 381)
Williams’ insistence on an ambiguous ending enraged many audiences simply for the implication
of a sordid relationship between Skipper and Brick. The fate of the house, and Brick’s family, is
situated firmly on Skipper and Brick’s relationship. A homosexual coupling would leave Brick
heirless and essentially homeless, a prospect not only unappealing to Maggie, but also Brick,
should he assesses his own desires. Though never directly stated, indications of Brick and
Skipper’s relationship are scattered throughout the play.
Williams notes to the designer are rare in his early plays, so when they are included,
special attention must be given to them. In this case, he divulges the detailed backstory of Big
Daddy’s Mississippi plantation:
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Perhaps the style of the room is not what you would expect in the home of the
Delta’s biggest cotton-planter. It is Victorian with a touch of the Far East. It
hasn’t changed much since it was occupied by the original owners of the place,
Jack Straw and Peter Ochello, a pair of old bachelors who shared this room [the
bedroom] all their lives together. In other words, the room must evoke some
ghosts; it is gently and poetically haunted by a relationship that must have
involved a tenderness which was uncommon. (Streetcar, “Notes for the
Designer”)
Williams’ insistence on including this note indicates the importance of the narrative biography of
the two men. Implications of a homosexual relationship notifies the actors of a deeper meaning
to Skipper and Brick’s relationship before it is revealed to the audience. Through connecting
their intimate friendship to the house, and by extension the bed-sitting-room, Williams gives the
actors and directors a deeper view of the characters than the audience is given initially. What the
actors do with this information is ultimately their choice, but playing Brick’s reaction to
Margaret’s confession that she slept with Skipper is much more effective and can prove much
more poignant when actors understand the previous happenings of the bedroom.
Because a bedroom is one of the most intimate spaces within a home, the invasion of
Brick’s family into the room for Big Daddy’s birthday party shows just how little his family
respects his privacy. They meddle (with everyone) and make sure their family knows they are
involved. The audience sees from the very beginning, even from within the bedroom, the lack of
privacy in the home. What should have been an intimate exchange between Maggie and Brick is
interrupted by Maggie’s decision to change her clothes. Another instance, Big Daddy confronts
Brick in the bedroom, essentially cornering him into answering for his and Skipper’s
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relationship. Much as Maggie had implied earlier in Act One when she claimed she and Skipper
“made love… because it made both of us feel a little bit closer to you,” Big Daddy questions
Brick and Skipper’s relationship (Cat 1.1). Brick’s insistence that Big Daddy put “Maggie and
me in this room that was Jack Straw’s and Peter Ochello’s, in which that pair of old sisters slept
in a double bed where both of ‘em died” reiterates the importance of the bedroom (Cat 2 .1). Not
only does Maggie believe Skipper and Brick were intimate, but so does his family, the
suggestion of intimacy only solidified when Brick’s defensiveness overwhelms him.
Williams uses the bedroom as a way to manipulate his characters, the crux of the play
hinging on whether the bedroom has been host to everything the characters claim it to have been.
What should be a sanctuary from the overwhelming outside world of sounds and chaos, has
become a refuge for everyone, giving Brick nowhere to escape to except the gallery. Philip Kolin
analyzes why sound is such an important factor in the play through his article “Obstacles to
Communication in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, ” noting that communication is one of the most
important factors of the play. The bedroom hinders this, providing a barrier between not only
Brick and his family but Brick and Maggie. At the beginning of the play, Brick is not even in the
bedroom -- he is in the bathroom, unable to hear Maggie for the water running in the shower.
This sets up the bedroom for the rest of the play as a barrier for communication. Kolin dissects
what this could mean, stating that the “flux of interruptions is symptomatic of the psychological
inability of persons to communicate;” effectively, Williams creates a world in which his
characters are eventually forced to communicate with each other, albeit not very well (Kolin 74).
By using the bedroom as the only space accessible in the play (from the audience),
Williams traps his characters and finally causes the conflicts to be spoken about. Though they are
never resolved, the conflicts (Big Daddy’s colon, Maggie’s infidelity, Brick’s implied
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homosexuality) are all announced and the characters have their chance to speak about them.
Without the chance to escape, the characters are forced to admit to the tension in the room.
Williams chose a bedroom since the intimacy would promote seriousness (much more than a
kitchen or dining room would), while also giving characters room to move about and
occasionally grab fresh air to clear their heads (as the audience sees Brick so often doing). The
characters never fully escape; Brick can exit to the gallery, but he is forced to come back inside
eventually. The audience realizes that he is trapped, much like Blanche and Amanda, in the role
that he was forced to play, though this time, he does not long for the comfort that his status buys.
Under constant scrutiny, Brick eventually crumbles and either gives in to his father and produces
an heir and inherits the house; or he gives in to himself, admitting that his friendship with
Skipper was something more than he has told anyone.
Connection to Williams
Williams’ own family has become the subject of many books, articles, and essays that
attempt to justify either how Williams acted toward his family, or how his family treated him.
His most dynamic relationships are still those between his mother, his brother, and sister, though
other outliers exist. His own home was riddled with conflict and by capturing this perfectly in his
plays, he was able to cope with the intensity at which his operated. Though his family expressed
nothing but fondness, there was still resentment between he and his brother even until Williams
passed away. Despite expressing the desire for his ashes to be spread across the sea in Key West,
Dakin ultimately buried Williams in a St. Louis cemetery, claiming easy access for Williams
many admirers (“Do Not Inter”). This last act of defiance from Dakin only serves to solidify the
rocky relationship between Williams and his brother. By writing his family’s faults into his
plays, Williams attempted to cope with the strain of a mental-illness rattled sister, a chaotic
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mother, and a brother who never seemed to understand Williams’ passions. The homes within his
plays represent not only the physical places Williams was most fond of, but also attempts to
show how even partially normal homes all have underlying dysfunction within their walls.
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